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Aladdin Mediterranean Cuisine
"Savor Mediterranean Flavors"

by Public Domain

+1 713 942 2321

Aladdin Mediterranean Cuisine is a great place to dine if you are a fan of
Mediterranean cuisines. On the food menu they serve a variety of Greek
and Mediterranean dishes in vegetarian, non-vegetarian and vegan. The
house specials are the lamb and chicken kabobs, spicy hummus, baba
ghanoush and falafel to name a few. After a hearty meal leave some place
for desserts, there is a wide variety to choose from, try their special
baklava. Guests are allowed to bring in their own drinks and enjoy it with
their meals. All dishes are reasonably priced and the restaurant is an ideal
place to host small and large parties.
aladdinshouston.com/alad
din-montrose/

aladdin.houston@yahoo.co
m

912 Westheimer Road,
Houston TX

Mary'z Mediterranean Cuisine
"Mediterranean Magic"

by Public Domain

+1 832 786 5555

Head straight to Mary'z Mediterranean Cuisine situated in the busy
Washington Avenue if you wish to experience authentic Mediterranean
food while in Houston. Enjoy wide range of delicacies like Tenderloin
Kabob, Shawarma Platter and Grilled Chicken cooked in traditional
Mediterranean style by the talented cooks at this restaurant without
having to shell out too much. Apart from variety of delicious food items,
you can also get yourself a hookah with flavor of your choice at Mary'z
Mediterranean Cuisine. With over a decade of experience in serving fresh
and delicious food to their patrons, Mary'z has over the years established
itself as one of the best restaurants in the neighborhood.
www.maryzcuisine.com/

cs@maryzcuisine.com

4500 Washington Avenue,
Houston TX

Zabak's Mediterranean Cafe
"Falafels And More"

by Public Domain

+1 713 977 7676

Zabak's Mediterranean Cafe is a quaint family run restaurant that is
popular for its Mediterranean and Greek inspired menu. This restaurant
has over a decade of experience in serving delicious food to the people of
neighborhood and has won multiple awards for its diverse and delicious
dishes. Trying Falafel at Zabak's Mediterranean Cafe is a must as it is one
of the best and most sought after dishes in the restaurant. Pizzas served
with a Mediterranean twist at this restaurant is a must try for people who
love fusion cuisine. Apart from its diverse and delicious food menu,
Zabak's Mediterranean Cafe is also known for its generous portions and
pocket-friendly nature.
www.zabaks.com/

zabaksmed@gmail.com

5901 Westheimer Road,
Houston TX

Fadi's Meyerland Mediterranean
Grill
"Mediterranean And Lebanese Flavors"

by Public Domain

+1 713 666 4644

Fadi's Meyerland Mediterranean Grill is a popular restaurant situated in
the heart of Houston. The restaurant that is known for its combination
platters featuring meat dishes with sides of your choice. The menu served
at this restaurant is long, diverse and has hints of Lebanese cuisine. Do
not have enough time to enjoy your meal? You can opt for the take out
and enjoy your favorite meal on the go. Chicken Shawarma, Chicken
Kabob and Falafel made in traditional style using local ingredients are
delicious and a must try. Prompt service combined with delicious food has
helped Fadi's Meyerland Mediterranean Grill to earn praise from both
patrons and critics alike.
www.fadismeyerland.com/

info@fadismeyerland.com

4738 Beechnut Street,
Houston TX
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